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The motion of vortices in a very pure type II superconductor is analyzed in the case K > 1 on the basis of
the microscopic theory of superconductivity. It is shown that, similar to He II, the motion of the vortices
is determined by the balance between the Magnus force of mutual friction between the superfluid and
normal components. This latter force can be expressed in terms of the transport and transverse scattering
cross sections for normal excitations on the vortex.
PACS numbers: 74.40.-j

1. INTRODUCTION
The motion of Abrikosov vortex filaments[1] in type II
superconductors is very intensively studied at the present time. The dissipation processes which take place in
the motion of vortices, which lead to the existence of a
finite resistance of the superconductor in the mixed
state, have been studied in special detaiL The microscopic theory (see the review of Ref. 2) gives in principle the possibility of calculating the diagonal components of the conductivity tensor in the superconducting
alloys at any values of the magnetic field and temperature. The situation with regard to the Hall effect is
otherwise-no clear understanding has been achieved
here to date. According to the simple phenomenological
model, the vortex has a core consisting of normal electrons, around which superconducting currents circulate. On the basis of this model, Bardeen and Stephen(3)
have found that the Hall angle is determined by the relation

where we = ehoff/mc, and heff is some effective magnetic
field at the core of the vortex, which, according to Ref.
4, has the order of He2 • Attempts at a microscopic consideration of the Hall effect were undertaken in Ref. 5,
where the Hall effect developed as a result of the rather
artificial introducting of corrections to the chemical potential, and in Ref. 6, where curvature of the Fermi
surface was taken into account.
In type II superconductors, just as in the normal metal, the Hall effect can arise from curvature of the trajectories of the electrons in the magnetic field. Furthermore, another mechanism is possible, namely, the
dragging of the vortices by the passing superfluid flow,
which takes place in superfluid helium. In the motion
of the vortices, a mean electric field

E=~[BXul
c

,
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As is well known, [9] the superfluid flow in He II acts
on the vortex with the Magnus force

where Ps = mHo Ns is the density of the superfluid component, Vs is its velocity at large distances from the vortex, and /.L is the unit vector of circulation of the velocity. On the other hand, in motion of the vortex, a frictional force develops between it and the normal component F, which depends on the difference u - vn and is determined by the processes of scattering of the normal
excitations by the vortex. The balance of forces F m + F
=0 connects the velocity of the vortex u with the velocities of the superfluid and normal motions in the vicinity
of the vortex.
It is of interest to understand the analogy of the properties of pure superconductors and HeII. In considering below the pure superconductor (the required degree
of purity will be established later) we impose the condition x» 1 on the Ginzburg-Landau parameter. This allows us to neglect the effect of the magnetic field at distances of the order of the coherence distance ~ from
the center of the vortex, and to assume the vortices to
be isolated at H - Hel • In this case, the Hall effect is
due to the dragging of the vortices by the superfluid current. Such a formulation of the problem preserves the
analogy with He II, but for the superconductor, it has a
methodological character, since in pure type II superconductors that are known at the present time, beginning with vanadium and niobium, the parameter x - 1;

(1)

is induced, where u is the velocity of the vortex and B
is the magnetic induction. If the vortex is partially
dragged by the flow, this leads to the appearance of a
component E, perpendicular to the transport current
(see Fig. 1), where
861

Thus, the experiments of Refs. 7, 8 in pure superconductors yield tanll H = 1.

E

FIG. 1.
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however, it allows us to trace out the features of the
similarity and the difference between the superconductor
and He n.

(5)

2. THE ORTHOGONALITY RELATION

The specifics of a pure superconductor in comparison
with an alloy also appear in the fact that there is a rather sharp spike in the magnetic field at the center of the
vortex here; in the case x- 1 it can reach values of the
order of B cz • [10] At x» 1, however, Bmax is apparently
much smaller than B cz • [4,10] We neglect the contribution of this field. It will be shown in Appendix 2 how to
take this effect into account.
The phase of the order parameter changes by 21T in
going around the origin, which is placed at the center
of the fixed vortex,
~o=l~ole'·.

We assume that the electrons have a quadratic spectrum pZ/2m, i. e., we neglect the band structure of the
metal and, consequently, umklapp processes. In such
a situation, the electron system has Galilean invariance
if the interaction with the lattice is sufficiently weak.
The moving vortex shifts as a whole in the zeroth approximation in u. By virtue of what has been said
above, it is convenient to set
~

(2)

(r) =~o (r-ut) e"mu,+ ~,.

G~(t.) (p, p') = G~;1:., (p - mu, p' - mu)

F~.R!f) (p, pO) = FZo~~~~o (p

+ mu, pO _

mu)

+ G~(A>,
+ FtR(A)

(3)

and so on, where f = E - p' u, e ,= E- p' • u, the functions with the zero subscript correspond to the fixed
vortex, and the corrections .:ll> G1 , Fl are proportional
to u. With the help of the equations for GR(Al and
F+R(A), we can establish the fact that Gl> Fi are expressed only in terms of .:l1 and do not contain time
derivatives of .:lo, ~o:

(6)

where p. =p ± k/2, E. =£ ± w/2. The anomalous Green's
functions for the pure superconductor have the form

where Hw is composed of .:lw and .:l~ patterned after Hi'
This expression assumes that the normal component of
the electron liquid is at rest relative to the laboratory
set of coordinates (the thermostat, the role of which is
played by the lattice). Interaction with the lattice comes
about from the impurities and phonons. We select such
a model, in which the basic mechanism is scattering
from impurities, i. e., we assume that the phonon relaxation time Tph - e~/Tz is larger than the impurity relaxation time T. The interaction with the lattice maintains the normal excitations at rest relative to the thermostat in the case of sufficiently small vortex density
nL: the small number of vortices cannot lead to motion
of the entire mass of the normal component of the electron liquid. Actually, if the frictional force per unit
length of the vortex on the normal component has the
form F= - D(u - v n ), then a force -nLF acts on a unit
volume of the normal component. On the other hand,
the momentum transferred to the impurities by a unit
volume of the normal component, moving with velocity
vn averaged over the volume, will be - Flat - mNnVn/T.
It is seen from the condition Flat - nLF = 0, that, in the
case
(7)

the velocity of the normal component
RIA)

S',

,

(p,p )=-

J"'(0,. (p,p,)H,(k,)J(o).
~
",RIA)

",R(A) (

k ') d'k, d'p,
p,- "p
(2,,;)"

(4)

V n«

u.

It is important to emphasize that the free flight time
can be so large here that the Galilean invariance (2),
(3) is no longer violated, and the scattering of the excitations by the individual vortex takes place more rapidly
than scattering from impurities. As we have seen, for
satisfaction of the first condition, it suffices to require
T» .:l-1. The inequality necessary for the satisfaction
of the second condition can be obtained in the following
way. The scattering probability by a vortex of unit
length for an electron located in the volume occupied by
the vortex is equal to T~l - O"v F~ -2, where 0" is the corresponding scattering cross section, which, in accord
with Eq. (22) (see below) has the order of pi}. Requiring that this probability be larger than T- 1 , we obtain
T

where

S' =

F) •
G (j'
(-F+

~
H, =

(0~,'

-~,)

0

.

This circumstance is violated when account is taken of
the interaction with the lattice. Estimate of the corresponding term in the collision integral, which arises under the transformation (2), (3), shows that (4) takes
place when l»~. We shall impose a much stronger
condition on the path length below.
The order parameter and the current are expressed
in terms of the Green's function in the following way[11]:
862
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The condition (7) for the vortex density takes the form
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tion, given by Iordanskil, [13] for the force of mutual
friction in He n.
Substituting expressions (2) and (3) in (5) and (6), and
limiting ourselves to terms of first order in u, we obtain a set of linear equations for ~1 and h. Since the
initial equations (5), (6) possess translational invariance
we can write down for the obtained linear set of equations sort of a orthogonality relation in analogy to what
was done in Ref. 12. Its derivation is given in Appendix
1. The result is of the form

(the frequency indices on the ~ functions are omitted
here and beloW). Integration is carried out over the
volume of a cylinder of radius R 1 » ~ with center at the
origin. Ns is the density of "superconducting" electrons at large distances from the center of the filament:
Ns=N-Nn, where

3. BALANCE OF FORCES ACTING ON THE VORTEX
Writing jtr = Nsev Sf we can represent the left side of
(8) in the form F m' d, where the Magnus force (or the
Lorentz force) acting on the vortex from the transport
current is

(~o '" nH 7Tc/ e is the magnetic flux quantum). Thus, there
is a quantity on the right side of (8) which has the meaning of a force (with opposite sign) acting on the vortex
from the normal excitations. In Hen, as is well
known, [13,14] we can express this force in terms of the
transverse and transport scattering cross sections of
excitations by the vortex. We shall show that this is also the case for the pure superconductor.

We make use of the well-known (see, for examples,
Refs. 4, 15, 16) expansion of equilibrium Green's functions in the eigenfunctions of the Bogolyubov equations:
L is the length of the vortex, nH the unit vector in the
direction of the magnetic field, d is an arbitrary constant vector and the operator Ea consists of ~a = dV ~o,
~:"'dV~: Ha",d' VHo. We have

~io, (r, r') =- 2~ ch-' 2~ SdS,{ ~1l(1, 2) [~'~ (uV ,,)~A(2', 1') ],,=,

(11)

where the summation is carried out over all states,
both with positive and with negative energies, 1) - + 0,

+

+[

~: ~1l(1,2') ]2'~' (uV,)SA(2, 1')},

(9)

The functions

pz, '"

U satisfy the

equations

where Pa' '" iVa',
iVa" The integration over the ra
coordinate is carried out over the surface of a cylinder
of radius Ra» R 1 •
We transform the volume integral over d 3r 1 in (8) to
an integral over a surface of radius R 1 • For this purpose, as in Appendix 1, we use the identity

as well as the equation of motion
~-'~R(A)

(r, r') =6 (r-r'),

(12)
In the substitution of (11) in (10), we note that if one of
the states belongs to the discrete spectrum lEI < ~~, [17]
then the surface integral vanishes for this state because
of the exponential decay of Un at p» ~o. Thus, only
sums over the continuous spectrum enter into the expression (10). Expressing the functions Uat p» ~ in
terms of the phases of the scattering, we can write down
for the force of mutual friction a formula which contains
the scattering cross section.
The solution (12) for each E in the continuous spectrum is doubly degenerate. The corresponding linearly
independent function is

As a result, we obtain

SSp{D.$,(G }d'r,=- 2~ ch-' 2~ Sf d(SB,),d(SR.)'

(13)

v~sp{ (~~. (uV,)~A(2, 1) (:~' (dV,)~R(i,2)
+(uV,)
+

(p;:, ~A(2,i)(dV,) (p~~. ~R(1,2)

[(P'i;~':+)'

(10)

(uV,)SA(2, i')] ,'_, (dV,)S"(1.2)

+(uV,)~A(2, i) [ (p,;~~~:+). (dV,)~R(1',2)

LJ.

The derivation of (8), (10), together with the use of the
equation of motion, is actually equivalent to the deriva863
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The upper sign applies to u, the lower for v and v takes
on half-integer values. The asymptotic form of the expression (p) is given in the work of Cleary[15] (see also Ref. 16):

w

(:t:t)
2
4
: t2
:t4 ) ,
+ ( -2-)';' ~-sinxcos (
q_p--lvl---6.
nq_p

w+(p)= ( -2-)
nq+p

'I. ~+cosx cos q+p--lvl--+c5.
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(14)
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(19)

(15)

4. SCATTERING OF THE EXCITATIONS BY THE

where

VORTEX
The phases of the scattering 61,2 change by a quantity
of the order of unity in a change of the impact parameter
b = IJI q by a quantity of the order of~. Therefore,

q",'=p,'-k'±2m (E'-8_ 2) ''',
-2-'1'{ {1± (E'-8_ ') 'I'IE)'"

~±-

-[1'F(E'-8_')'/'IE]"'}'

The functions fj with real w(p) guarantee the absence of
a radial component of the current for the equilibrium
vortex. The quantity X describes the scattering with
change of the particle-hole channel.
The part of the sum (11) corresponding to the continuous spectrum is of the form

(16)
Substituting (16) in (10), with account of (13)-(15), and
after cumbersome calculations, we obtain

(20)

t.

at all IJ except IJ = As follows from Appendix 2, the
difference 6(t) -6(- t) - 1. The quantity X= 1T/4. [15) Using (20), we can simplify the formulas for the cross
sections. We begin with the transverse cross section.
Separating the terms with IJ' = - IJ = ± t from the sum
over the azimuthal numbers, and expanding in terms of
the small differences (20), we find
1 ~
1
OJ. = - k..J [6, (v) +6,('11)-6, ('11+1)-6,('11+1) j+ -sin a cos "(.
q "1.;.-'/,
q

where

S

=

irl>~,.,

de
e P'dk
- T ch- ' - S-q'{o,,(ud)+O.dnH X dIu}.
4n
2T 2n

(17)

a=6, (1/2) +6,(IM -6, (-'I,) -6,( -'I,).
,,(=6, ('/,) -6,('1,) +6, (-'I,) -6,( -'I,).

Carrying out the summation, we obtain

Here we have used the following notation:

1

a

1

OJ. =--[6,(+00)+6,(+00) -6, (-00) -6,(-00) 1+- +-sina cos "(.
q
q
q

The cross sections in (17) are expressed in terms of the
amplitude of the scattering of excitations by the vortex,
which are identical with those obtained in the work of
C leary(15):

(21)
The first term in this formula is the analog of the ordinary quasiclassical formula for the transverse cross
section
OJ.=

--

~ e'(·+'I·)·{cos'x(eU"-1)+sin'X(e·
- ·-1)}.
f.(ep)= ( 1 )'" ~
..

2nq

!.(ep) =

p

•

p

where A,S(b) is the change in the classical action in
passing along the trajectory. The phases 61. 2 at large
b are calculated in Appendix 2:

C~q)'" ~ e'(·+'I')·{siJII.' X(e""-1) +cos' X(e""-1) }.

g(ep) =

db
88(+00)-88(-00)
S- (6pJ.)-=

(2~q) .,. ~ e'('+'I,). sin Xcos x(e""-e"") •
6",

n

8

.

4 (e'-8.') 'I. SIgn'll.

where
6•. ,(e, k. v) =6 •.• (e. k, v) +'I,n sign v,

The first term in (21) therefore yields
(18)

6, .• (8. k. 'II) ~6 ... (e, k, v) -'/,n sign v.

We have

(.).(') =

0"

.
S

[I fu(ep) 1'+ 1g(ep) 1')(1_ cos ep)dep,

The difference from Ref. 15 lies in the fact that the
term designated by (Is in Ref. 15 and having a very large
value does not appear in these formulas.
The force acting on the moving vortex from the normal excitations is, according to (17), equal to
864
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,n
e
OJ. = q (8'-8_,)'/••

which corresponds accurately to the cross section obtained for Hell: (Ii = 21TlmHev" [13,14) where v, is the
group velocity of the excitations. The second and third
terms in (21) contain the phase jump a. It is connected
with the term t1T sign IJ in (18) and is due to the fact that,
in contrast with Hell, "the superfluids" in the superconductor are not the quasiparticles (electrons) themselves, but their bound pairs: while, the phase of the
order parameter changes by 21T in going around the origin of the coordinates, the phase of the single-electron
wave function changes by 1T,
It was shown in Appendix 2 that

a = - 1T; therefore,

N. 8. Kopnin and V. E. Kravtsov
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a.c = -

:

')

[1 (e'-:~ '1.]-

(22)

Similar simplifications can be obtained also for the
transport cross section. We have

7 ~ {cos' [6,

(4-)-6, (- 4-)] +cos'[ 6, ( -

+) -6~ ~
(

)]} . (23)

The terms entering into the summation over II
are of the order of (q~t2. Since the number of terms of
the summation - q~, this part of the cross section is of
the order of 1/q2~. The second part of the cross section (23) requires a more detailed consideration. It is
shown in Appendix 2 that 61(± t) - 62('f t) = + 1T/2 in the
quasiclassical approximation. I) Therefore, this part of
the cross section vanishes in the quasiclassical approximation. The difference in the phase differences from
± 1T/2 can appear in the next approximation in the quasiclassicality parameter (PFl;t l • Therefore, the second
term in the cross section (23) does not exceed the first
term in order of magnitude. Thus, a tr -1/q21;. The
calculation of a tr requires a calculation of the phase;
this is possible only with the help of numerical methods,
which go beyond the scope of the present work.
Substituting (22) in (19), we find

where fo(z) = (e Z + 1)-1 is the equilibrium Fermi function.
The coefficient of viscosity is

_ S -de4r eh
Tjle:>..1""

:t

-2

8

to the conductivity in the case x» 1 and T« A. The contribution is greater than the quantity af from (24).
Therefore, we can expect that even at T - A the energy
dissipations will be determined not by the scattering of
the normal excitations, but by electrons in bound states
in the core of the vortex.
In conclusion, the authors express their deep gratitude to L. P. Gor'kov for constant attention to the work,
and also to Yu. M. Gal'perin, S. V. Iordanskil., A. I.
Larkin, Yu. N. Ovchinnikov and E. B. Sonin for useful
discussions.
APPENDIX 1: DERIVATION OF THE
ORTHOGONALITY RELATION (8)

For the derivation of (8), it is convenient to transform
to a gauge in which A is real. In place of (2) and (3),
we have
(1. 1)

(here X is the phase of the order parameter),
(1. 2)

Substituting (1. 1) and (1. 2) in the equation for A and the
current, we obtain a set of linear equations in Al and Ql'
Using the translational invariance of the initial equations (5) and (6), we write down the orthogonality condition for them[12) (below, we transform with respect to
p. - po = k in the coordinate representation):

+S

[(j,+jn-JYeu) Q,-Q.j,jd3 r

s'~dk ,

'-A,

-2T -2 qa".
0

e
me
Q=- 2e 'Z=Q'--e- u + Q,

1~I=i~,(r-ut) I+~ •.

1t

(1. 3)

At temperatures T - A, we have, in order of magnitude,
1'/ - mPF A • At T« A, the viscosity 1'/0:: e-!>./ T. We find
from (17)

where

.
,(~~)
,ell
],,=.\ til 2T eu.,- -;- [n H X uj ,

V110, d is an arbitrary constant
vector, and we have omitted the modulus symbol for A.
The function ~' is equal to
Qd = (d' V)~, l1d = d'

Thus, the effective conductivity af=1'/c 2 /ip o B. At T-A,
(24)

The Hall angle is close to rr/2:
and

Such a situation is analogous to that which occurs in a
pure superconductor at x - TA2/EF» 1 at low temperatures. [19) In the latter case, however, the conductivity
is determined by the interaction of electrons, found in
bound states at the core of the vortex, with impurities.
This mechanism makes the contribution
'i

Integration in (1. 3) is carried out over the volume of a
cylinder of radius R I » 1;. In the left side of (1. 3) we
have separated out a surface integral. Since, at large.
distances from the vortex,
L=.Yneu,

'y,e
j j = - ' 'z,.

2m

X,e

j.~=-(,x,+2mu),

2m

the linear part takes the form[12J
865
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p= (q'_V2/p2) "'.

The last term in this expression vanishes by virtue of
the condition of continuity. Integrating by parts on the
right side of (1. 3), we obtain
-7r[ DH

Xd)('Jtoo-~".eu
"
)=

e

f•

pdp,

g=

(~~J

'

w

and b =11/q. The regularity of (p) as p - 0 requires
g(p) to be real at the turning point p =b in the case b ~~.
We get for

g,

ip ag.
V) gu+-;;ap~
(8- 2mp'
Idlg.,
ip
og.
V)
( 8 - - - g . - - - = Idlg.,

L-'S d'Sr ,....---d'p de
(2n)' 4ni
Va,

X{ Sp[JV(~")-~')]- 2~ dh'[P(G")-G'-G")+G')]}.

S=

(2.2)

mop

2mp'

(1. 4)

Equations (2.2) have two linearly independent solutions:
The anomalous Green's function for a pure superconductor[l1] in the coordinate representation is
(1. 5)
~

~

where il" is obtained from Hd by the substitution of
(u'V)Qg and (u' V)A o for Qz, Ad' The integral over d 3r 2
in (1. 5) converges at distances of the order of ~; therefore, in place of integration over the entire space, we
can integrate over the volume of a cylinder of radius
R 2 » Rl»~' Making use of the fact that

-(1)=

g

a") )
( -a-O)

(2)_

g -

t

( a") )
a.(2.)

•

Let a =aT + iaj' Then

VA) a
(e---+Ll
2mp2

(1),(2)

(I).,,)
r

P oaj
=m
- -op- ,

d) a'I).,,) =_..f..~
(1),(2)

V_ ±
( e __
2mp'

m

•

(2.3)

op

(the modulus symbol on A is omitted). We get

H. =(u V)llo=UV~,,,-I,
and the equation of motion
Here,
g;l)

we separate from (1. 5) an integral over the surface of
a cylinder of radius R 2 :
~,,) (r, r')=~I(')+~' (r, r')9(R 2 -lpl)9(R,-lp'I),

(1. 6)

where ~la) is given by the formula (9), and
9(x)={1,
0,

ex

(1. 1+1) e;~+ (1. 1-1) e-;~',

g~l) ex (AI-i) e'~+(I.,+1) -fO,

g!') ex (1 +1.,) e'~'+ (1-1..) e-;~',
g;') ex - (1-1.,) e'~'- (1 +1.,) e-'~',

(2.4)

(2.4/)

In accord with (2.1) and (14), (15), as P_oO,

X;;'O,

x<o

tl .• = ~(8'-d_ ') ·'·p+05 •.••
q

With the help of (1.6), after some transformations, we
can obtain the following for the term in curly brackets
in (1.4):

It follows from (2.3) that as p_oo, we have
8+d_)'"
AI.I- ( - 8-d.

It follows from (9) that e-j~Fi(a) and e;"'F1 a) in the gauge
with real A are equal to Ft<a) and F~") in the gauge A.
= I A I ej~. Thus we arrive at the expression (8),

which corresponds to X= 71/4. [15]
At b»
(2.3)

~

we can assume A =const and obtain from

APPENDIX 2: PHASES OF THE SCATTERING
We first note that the spike in the magnetic field at
the center of the vortex, about which we spoke in Sec.
2, is taken into account by replacing - iV in (12) by - i'il
'f eA/c, where A is the corresponding vector potential.
The relation (17) remains unchanged in this case.
According to Ref. 15, we write out

At small impact parameters (11- 1), the quasiclassical equation (2.3) is applicable only at large distances
from the turning point b - q-I. The boundary conditions
for g are obtained with the aid of matching with the exact solutions of (12) at small distances (cf. Ref. 17).
In the region p« ~ in (12), we can omit A. We find

(2.1)
where
866
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Comparing this with (2.4), (2.4'), we see that the quasiclassical equations (2. 3) must be solved with the boundary conditions
tg
ctg

[~. (p=O) 1=-A. (p=O)

sign v,
[~, (p-O) 1=-A, (p=O) sign v

In Eqs. (2.3), we can omit the term with
= q. For :\1,2 and t 1 ,2' we have

(2.5)

II

and set p

g o~.

(S-a)A.---,
m op
q OA.
q o~.
e+a=---,;-ctg t. +-A.-,;-,
m vp
m vp
q o~,
(e-a)A,---,

(2.6)

m op

q OA,
q
ot.
e+a---tg~.+-A,-.
m op
m
op

(2.6')

It follows from (2.6), (2.6') and the boundary conditions
(2.5) that at v-I,

Therefore the phases of 61(v) and 62 (- v) are connected
by the relation
B.(v)-B,(-v)=- ; signv.

The phase jump is

j)We are grateful to Yu. M. Gal'perin and E. B. Sonin,IIBI
who drew our attention to this circumstance.
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